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11 Abstract—Event-related brain potentials (ERPs) reveal

musical experience refines neural encoding and confers

stronger categorical perception (CP) and neural organiza-

tion for speech sounds. In addition to evoked brain activity,

the human EEG can be decomposed into induced (non-

phase-locked) response whose various frequency bands

reflect different mechanisms of perceptual-cognitive pro-

cessing. Here, we aimed to clarify which spectral properties

of these neural oscillations are most prone to music-related

neuroplasticity and which are linked to behavioral benefits

in the categorization of speech. We recorded electrical brain

activity while musicians and nonmusicians rapidly identified

speech tokens from a sound continuum. Time-frequency

analysis parsed evoked and induced EEG into alpha-

(�10 Hz), beta- (�20 Hz), and gamma-(>30 Hz) frequency

bands. We found that musicians’ enhanced behavioral CP

was accompanied by improved evoked speech responses

across the frequency spectrum, complementing previously

observed enhancements in evoked potential studies (i.e.,

ERPs). Brain-behavior correlations implied differences in

the underlying neural mechanisms supporting speech CP

in each group: modulations in induced gamma power pre-

dicted the slope of musicians’ speech identification func-

tions whereas early evoked alpha activity predicted

behavior in nonmusicians. Collectively, findings indicate

that musical training tunes speech processing via two com-

plementary mechanisms: (i) strengthening the formation of

auditory object representations for speech signals

(gamma-band) and (ii) improving network control and/or

the matching of sounds to internalized memory templates

(alpha/beta-band). Both neurobiological enhancements

may be deployed behaviorally and account for musicians’

benefits in the perceptual categorization of speech. � 2017

IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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13INTRODUCTION

14To successfully perceive auditory objects, the human

15brain must assemble diverse sensory information into

16common, well-formed groupings, a process known as

17categorical perception (CP). At its core, CP is known as

18the ‘‘invariance” or ‘‘many-to-one mapping” problem

19whereby an infinite collection of sensory features must

20be converted into a finite, invariant perceptual space to

21be acted upon by the perceptual system. CP is

22particularly evident in speech perception. When

23presented with a gradually morphed continuum of

24equidistant acoustic speech sounds, listeners’

25perception typically shifts abruptly near the midpoint,

26marking a change in the perceived category. CP is

27critical to speech-language abilities (Mody et al., 1997)

28and even though categorical boundaries emerge and

29are codified in early life (Eimas et al., 1971; Kuhl et al.,

301992), whether or not they can be modified with training

31or experience has remained relatively unexplored (for

32cross-language differences in CP, see Näätänen et al.,

331997; Xu et al., 2006; Bidelman and Lee, 2015).

34In this regard, musicians represent an ideal model to

35investigate how auditory experience alters speech

36listening skills and its underlying neural substrates.

37Several recent studies have suggested that musicians

38have enhanced neural processing in several sensory

39modalities and benefits in perceptual-cognitive skills

40including speech and language processing (Alain et al.,

412014; Moreno and Bidelman, 2014). Supporting behav-

42ioral enhancements, neurophysiological studies have

43revealed functional differences in brainstem and cortical

44neuroelectric activity in musicians in the form of larger

45responsiveness, higher fidelity of neural representations,

46and more efficient neural encoding of speech signals

47(Musacchia et al., 2008; Bidelman et al., 2014;

48Bidelman and Alain, 2015).

49Extending prior studies on the benefits of

50musicianship to speech-language function, we recently

51demonstrated that musicians’ speech listening skills

52extend to categorical processing, a higher order

53linguistic operation requiring a comparison between

54acoustic speech signals and their internalized memory

55representations (i.e., match to ‘‘phonetic template”)
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56 (Bidelman et al., 2014). Behaviorally, musicians demon-

57 strated faster classification and more pronounced (i.e.,

58 steeper) psychometric identification functions for speech,

59 indicating enhancements in mapping sound objects to

60 their categorical identities. Speech-evoked ERPs further

61 revealed that musicians’ behavioral benefits were sup-

62 ported by a concert of neuroplastic effects in speech

63 encoding from brainstem to cortex (Bidelman et al.,

64 2014; Bidelman and Alain, 2015). While these and other

65 studies reveal early evoked activity underlying speech

66 coding and how it is shaped by experience, they cannot

67 speak to putative connections between induced brain

68 responses that may also underlie skilled categorization

69 (cf. Bidelman, 2015) nor how (if) such intrinsic brain activ-

70 ity is altered in an experience-dependent manner (Trainor

71 et al., 2009).

72 The EEG can be described as being either ‘‘evoked”

73 or ‘‘induced” to task manipulations (Pfurtscheller and

74 Lopes da Silva, 1999; Shahin et al., 2009). Evoked,

75 phase-locked responses are obtained by cross-trial aver-

76 aging to derive the conventional ERP. Additionally, ongo-

77 ing neural oscillatory ‘‘rhythms” not phase-locked to

78 stimuli, can still be induced by task processing or timed

79 stimulus events. Induced spectral measures (e.g., a, b,
80 c-band) are only observed via time–frequency analysis

81 (Tallon-Baudry and Bertrand, 1999). This technique acts

82 to circumvent the temporal jitter that normally precludes

83 their visibility in conventional ERPs. Induced activity com-

84 plements the evoked ERP by providing a window into the

85 dynamics of speech-language function and its neural

86 mechanisms from the perspective of intrinsic brain func-

87 tion. Indeed, heightened power in the c frequency range

88 (30–120 Hz) has been linked to synchronization of nearby

89 brain regions (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012), auditory object

90 construction (Tallon-Baudry and Bertrand, 1999), and

91 semantic processing (Shahin et al., 2009). b-band (15–

92 30 Hz) has been linked to operations related to template

93 matching (Shahin et al., 2009) and working memory

94 (Bashivan et al., 2014; Rose et al., 2016). More recently,

95 we have shown that induced b and high-frequency c
96 rhythms accompany perceptual confusions when catego-

97 rizing speech sounds, indicating a role of induced oscilla-

98 tions in CP (Bidelman, 2015)—at least in nonmusicians.

99 Lastly, lower frequencies, including ɑ-band (9–13 Hz)

100 oscillations, have been linked to the intelligibility of speech

101 (Becker et al., 2013) and selective inhibition of irrelevant

102 cues (Strauß et al., 2014) when objects need to be

103 ignored or selected against within the attentional spotlight

104 (Foxe and Snyder, 2011). Given that various frequency

105 components of the EEG relate to different mechanisms

106 in speech perception, the current study aimed to further

107 elaborate the dynamics of these brain rhythms, ascertain

108 which spectral characteristics are associated with speech

109 categorization, and identify which are susceptible to the

110 neuroplastic effects of musical training.

111 It is well established that musicians show stronger

112 neural encoding of musically relevant sounds as

113 indexed by the auditory ERPs (e.g., Shahin et al., 2003;

114 Baumann et al., 2008; Bidelman, 2013). However, recent

115 studies have also shown that musicians have enhanced

116 neural encoding speech (e.g., Musacchia et al., 2008;

117Bidelman and Krishnan, 2010; Parbery-Clark et al.,

1182011; Bidelman et al., 2014; Tierney et al., 2015). In the

119current study, we extend these previous ERP results by

120evaluating time–frequency measures of the EEG during

121speech categorization, a process requiring a listener to

122reconcile the acoustic speech signal with a phonetic tem-

123plate. Time-frequency differences between musicians and

124nonmusicians have been reported in response to non-

125speech sounds (e.g., pure tones and musical sounds;

126Shahin et al., 2008, 2010; Trainor et al., 2009). Yet, to

127our knowledge, the effects of musicianship on oscillatory

128brain activity have not been reported for speech, particu-

129larly during CP. Consequently, spectral analyses were

130expected to provide new insight into the physiological cor-

131relates and experience-dependent plasticity of CP by

132revealing group differences in induced brain responses

133and band-specific oscillations. We hypothesized that (i)

134musicians would show stronger auditory induced

135responses than musically naı̈ve participants; and (ii) musi-

136cians’ benefits in speech CP observed in previous ERP

137studies would be linked to improved neural coding, partic-

138ularly in higher frequency induced activity (e.g., b and/or c
139oscillations). Our predictions were based on previous

140studies showing that musical training strengthens induced

141responses to non-speech auditory stimuli (Shahin et al.,

1422008, 2010) and that successful speech CP is dominated

143by coding in b and c oscillations, EEG bands though to

144carry information regarding auditory object formation

145and matching to internal speech templates (Shahin

146et al., 2009; Bidelman, 2015).

147EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

148The current report represents a reanalysis of data from

149our previous ERP study (Bidelman et al., 2014) to exam-

150ine experience-dependent plasticity in the induced com-

151ponents in musicians and nonmusicians.

152Participants

153Twenty-four young adults participated in the experiment:

15412 English-speaking musicians (8 female) and 12

155nonmusicians (8 female). Briefly, musicians (Ms) had

156received �7 years of private instruction on their principal

157instrument (13.6 ± 4.5 yrs) before age 13 (7.7

158± 3.5 yrs). Nonmusicians (NMs) had less than two

159years of musical instruction in their lifetime (0.4

160± 0.7 yrs). Each listener was right-handed (Oldfield,

1611971) and had normal (<25 dBHL) audiometric thresh-

162olds through 4000 Hz. Groups were otherwise matched

163in age (M: 23.8 ± 0.2 yrs, NM: 24.8 ± 2.7 yrs) and edu-

164cation (for complete demographic details, see Bidelman

165et al., 2014).

166Stimuli and behavioral paradigm

167We recorded speech ERPs to tokens along a 5-step

168vowel continuum where each step varied in first formant

169frequency (see Fig 1. in Bidelman et al., 2014). A total

170of 200 trials of each speech stimulus were presented to

171each listeners. They were required to label each token

172with a binary response (‘‘u” or ‘‘a”). Interstimulus interval
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